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Abstract. Closed semirings are algebraic structures that provide a unified approach to a number 
of seemingly unrelated problems of computer science and operations research. For example, 
semirings can be used to describe the algebra related to regular expressions, graph-theoretical 
path problems, and linear equations. We present anew axiomatic formulation of closed semirings. 
We introduce the concept of eliminant, which simplifies the treatment of closed semirings 
considerably and yields very simple proofs of otherwise difficult theorems. We use eliminants to 
define matrix closure, formulate closure algorithms, and prove their correctness. 
1. Introduction 
There are a number of important problems in computer science and operations 
research which had earlier been studied separately as seemingly unrelated problems, 
but have recently been recognized to be instances of the same general problem. 
Examples of these include various 'path problems' such as the determination of the 
shortest or the most reliable path or the path with the largest capacity, or the 
enumeration of all paths between each pair of points in a network (see the bib- 
liographies on path problems [5, 12]). Other examples are cutset enumeration, 
transitive closure of binary relations [14], finding the regular expression to describe 
the language accepted by a finite automaton [11], and compiled code optimization 
and data flow analysis [9]. 
The use of semirings as a unified approach tO path problems was undertaken by 
a number of people (see [13, 16] for representative xamples), and the problems 
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were formulated in such a way that the optimal path computation became quivalent 
to the asteration (closure) of a matrix with elements from a suitable semiring. Later, 
Backhouse and Carr6 [2] pointed out the similarities between the asteration of 
matrices over semirings and the solution of linear systems of equations in ordinary 
algebra. It then became quite clear to see that, for example, the McNaughton- 
Yamada algorithm for regular expressions [11], Warshall's transitive closure 
algorithm [15], and Floyd's shortest path algorithm [6] were quite similar to the 
Gauss-Jordan elimination method in linear algebra, and that the Ford-Fulkerson 
shortest path algorithm [7] was similar to the Gauss-Seidel iteration method. 
Under different names and with differing postulates, a number of formulations 
have been proposed for the semiring structure needed to express generalized path 
problems (see [3] for extensive bibliographic notes on this literature). For most 
path problems, the operation of asteration (closure), so important in the case of 
matrices over a semiring, was trivial for the elements of the semiring themselves. 
As a result, earlier definitions of semirings (e.g., [13, 16]) did not include or 
emphasize the asteration of elements. The later formulations (e.g., [ 1, 2]) generalized 
the structure so as to represent regular expressions also. But by assuming addition 
to be idempotent or by some other too strong conditions, these structures could not 
encompass real or complex linear algebra. Thus, in spite of a close similarity between 
them, path problems and the problem of solving linear equations till could not be 
unified completely as instances of the same general problem. The final unification 
step of incorporating path problems, regular expressions, and linear systems in real 
numbers into a single framework has been undertaken by Lehmann [10] and Tarjan 
[14]. 
A difficulty with most of the earlier formulations was the lack of precision in 
their treatment of the operation of matrix asteration (closure). This operation was 
defined in terms of (1) an implicit solution to an equation or (2) an explicit formula 
containing infinite summation or (3) the result of executing an algorithm. In each 
case, it was difficult to prove the properties of asterates (closures) rigorously, for 
example, to show that two different algorithms for asteration produced the same 
resuR. Lehmann [10] gave an explicit definition of asterates of matrices, and proved 
that the algorithms essentially equivalent to Gauss-Jordan and Gaussian elimination 
techniques computed matrix asterates correctly. 
The main contribution of our paper is to introduce the concept of eliminant, 
which bears some resemblance to the linear algebraic oncept of determinant. 
Eliminants serve to represent the quantities produced during the execution of 
elimination algorithms in very natural, compact, and suggestive forms. Using 
eliminants, we have been able to define matrix asterates as well as to prove the 
correctness of asteration algorithms much more simply than in the literature. Several 
otherwise difficult proofs have been reduced to elementary consequences of the 
properties of eliminants. 
Our formulation of semirings i  very similar to, but slightly less general than that 
of Lehmann [10], because we include the axiom a. 0 = 0. a = 0, which he does not. 
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We feel that this axiom can be added without any sacrifice in the applicability of 
semirings to practical problems. On the other hand, any theoretical loss is more 
than adequately compensated bythe resulting simplicity and beauty of the eliminant 
approach. 
This paper is divided into seven sections. Section 2 defines *-semirings as an 
algebraic structure. Section 3 introduces matrix operations over semirings. Section 
4 defines eliminants and presents a number of their interesting properties. Section 
5 uses eliminants to give a very simple definition of matrix asterates. It also shows 
that the definition is suitable by proving that the relevant semiring axiom is satisfied 
by the defined asterates. Section 6 then describes two algorithms for computing the 
asterate of a matrix, and shows their correctness. The algorithms are just the 
*-semiring versions of the Gauss-Jordan and Gaussian elimination algorithms for 
matrix inversion. Finally, Section 7 presents an explicit solution for a linear system 
of equations. 
2. Semirings 
Definition 2.1. A *-semiring is a system (S, +, -, *, 0, 1) in which S is a set closed 
with respect o the binary operations + (addition) and • (multiplication) and the 
unary operation * (asteration), 0 and 1 are elements of S, and the following laws 
are satisfied: 
(1) a+(b+c)=(a+b)+c,  
(2) a+b=b+a,  
(3) a+O= a, 
(4) (a-  b ) -  c = a .  (b.  c), 
(5) a . l= l .a - -a ,  
(6) a.O=O, a=O, 
(7) a. (b+c)=a.  b+a.  c 
(8) (a+b) .c=a.c+b.c  
(9) a*=a.a*+l=a* .a+l .  
addition is associative, 
addition is commutative, 
0 is the identity for addition, 
multiplication is associative, 
1 is the identity for multiplication, 
0 is a zero for multiplication, 
multiplication is left and, 
right distributive over addition, 
The system (S, +,. ,  0, 1) is called a semiring if S is possibly not closed with respect 
to * (a* is not defined for some or all a in S), but the laws (1) through (8) still 
bold. For the most part, we will denote multiplication by juxtaposition as is 
customary. 
Note: In the literature, asteration is usually called closure, and a *-semiring is 
usually called closed semiring. We prefer the the term asteration to avoid such 
awkward statements a  " . . .  is closed with respect to closure". The term asterate of 
a for a* was coined by Conway [4] 
Some simple examples of *-semirings are shown in Table 1. Similar tabulations 
have often been given (ef. [2, 3, 10]). 
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Table 1. Some examples of semirings. 
S a + b a- b a* 0 1 Description Application 





R u {co} min{a, b} a + b 0 co 0 Real numbers Shortest paths 
augmented with 
the element co 
R+u {co} max{a, b} rain{a, b} co 0 co Nonnegative r al Largest-capacity 
numbers augmented paths 
with the element co 
[0, 1] max{a, b} ab 1 0 I Real numbers Most reliable paths 
between 0 and 1 
inclusive 
Ru{co} a+b ab 1/( l -a)  0 1 Real numbers Solution of linear 
if a ~ 1, augmented with equations 
1" --- co* = co the element co 
3. Matrices over semirings 
The set o f  all n x n matr ices over a *-semir ing S = (S, + , - ,  *, O, 1) can itself be 
made into a semir ing or  *-semiring by suitably defining +, -, *, O, and 1 for it. We 
define add i t ion  and mult ip l icat ion of  n x n matrices in the usual  way, and 0 = O, 
the matr ix with all entr ies zero 1 = I = (80), the Kronecker  & The size, n, o f  0 and 
I is to be inferred f rom the context. 
It is now an easy matter  to verify that the set o f  all n x n matr ices over a *-semiring, 
together with the above def ined addit ion,  mult ip l icat ion,  0 and  I, forms a semiring. 
The asterat ion of  matr ices is best def ined via el iminants wh ich  we introduce next. 
4. Eliminants and selects 
The theorems of  this sect ion provide some basic identit ies for the man ipu la t ion  
o f  e l iminants which will be used in the subsequent  sections. 
Definition 4.1. G iven an n x n matrix 
[a:l 1 
" al.J' k an l  • . . 
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we define the eliminant of A, written elim(A) or 
o!1 I 
1 9 
anl " " " ann I ! 
as follows: For n = 1 and 2, the value is given explicitly: 
[a]=a and ac bdl=d+ca*b" 
For n >/3, the value is specified in terms of a smaller order eliminant, 
11 I ibl blnl I 
an l ' . ,  ann [ bn ' _11 . . ,  bn_ l ,n_  1 
where 
bo=] a~ al,j+l l<-i, J <~n-1. 
ai+l,1 ai+l, j+l 
Example 
[I a ii,  iPl d e ~ ~- g h a g h g 
e+da*b f+da*c  
h + ga* b i + ga* c 
= i + ga*c + (h + ga*b)(e + da*b)*(f+ da*c). 
Definit ion 4.2. Given an n x n matrix 
A= 
al l  "'" a l , , ]  
l :]' 
an l " " " ann 
we define the k,/, j-select of A, written A~, for 1 <~/, j <~ n and 0 <~ k <~ n, to be the 
eliminant of the matrix obtained by selecting the first k rows followed by the ith 
and the first k columns followed by the jth; in symbols, 
J 
ail " • . alk alj[ 
/i,~= 
ak~ •. .  akk .a~ 
a i l  • • • ao, a o 
Note that, for k - 0, A~ -laol = a~ 
l<~i,j<.n, O<~k<~n. 
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For an n x n matrix A, A:~' is the same as elim(A), so that el im(A)= IA~-'[. 
Furthermore, Definition 4.1 gives 
l A'h ~h "'" ,i~n 
elim(A)=lAl2 ,4~3 "'" A~ 
An3 " " " A,,n 
A general relation embracing the above two as extreme cases is given by the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Given an n x n matrix A and an integer r, 1 <~ r <~ n - 1, let B be the 
(n - r) × (n - r) matrix specified by 
bu=A'~+~,+j, l<- i , j<-n - r .  
Then 
dim(A) = elim(B). 
Note: the construction of b# from A can be pictorially represented in terms of a 
partitioning of A as follows: 
A= 
r n - r columns 
~ X_  ~_._.Y_q r rows,  b#'__[X Y*3[ 
Z I WA . - t rows  Zi- % ' 
where Zi* and Y.j are the ith row and jth column of Z and Y, respectively. 
Before proving the theorem, let us look at an example. For a 4 × 4 matrix partitioned 
by taking r = 2, the theorem asserts that 
a b lc  dl 
e 
i j [ k  l I 
m n Io P l  
a 
On the other hand, by definition, 
b c a b d 
f g e f h 
j k i j l 
f g f h 
n o n p 
the left-hand side el iminant equals 
l a b e f 
[a 
i j 
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Of course, the latter equality is also obtained from the theorem by taking r = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We prove the theorem by induction on r. The case r = 1 
immediately follows from Definition 4.1. For r = s+ 1, let B be the (n - r) x (n - r) 
matrix given by 
b 0 "" 1 <~ = Ar+~,+j, i , j<~n-r .  
We need to show that e l im(A)= elim(B). By the induction hypothesis, A~+~,+j or 
2~s+l • +1+~,+1+~ can be expanded, giving 
as 5 
bij ~. I as+l"s+l  "~:+l,$+l'+j 
s As+l+i,s+l+y "I As+l+~s+l "" 
Each element of the (n - s - 1) x (n - s - 1) matrix B is now a 2 x 2 eliminant, and 
Definition 4.1 is applicable (in reverse) to R Specifically, we get 
elim(B) = elim(C), 
where C is an (n - s )  x (n - s )  matrix with elements c o 
hypothesis once again, we obtain 
= A~+~+j. Using the induction 
el im(C) = elim(A). [] 
Some easily proven properties of eliminants are given by the next three theorems. 
Theorem 4A. A common premultiplier of the last row, or postmultiplier of the last 
column, can be factored out of  an eliminant. 
Theorem 4.5. Eliminants which are equal element-by-element in all positions except in 
the last row (respectively column) can be added by adding their last rows ( respectively 
columns) element-by-element. 
Theorem 4.6. A constant can be added to an eliminant by adding that constant o the 
last diagonal element of  the eliminant. 
The following equalities illustrate the use of the above theorems: 
d e - -m- e , 
mg mh mi h 
[ blla 
cm b 
fm=de m, e 
h im g h 
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b la b 
d + = [ c+e d+f '  
d + f c d+f l '  
d e +k= d e . 
g h g h i+k  
Theorem 4.7. I f  the last row (respectively column) of an eliminant consists of zeros 
except, possibly, in the diagonal position, then the eliminant equals this last diagonal 
a1,,,-1 a.l,, I 
an-l,l " " " an-l,n-1 an-l,n[ 
0 "'" 0 a,, I 
element. In symbols: 
a l l  • . . 
ann = 
a l l  " " "  al'n-I i~n ] 
an_l, 1 • . . an_l,n_ 1 " 
anl • • • an, n- 1 a n 
Proof. We will prove the theorem for the row ease by induction on n. The proof 
for the column case is similar. 
Basis step (n = 1): [a,,I = a , , .  
Inductive step ( n > 1 ): 
all a l  a l ib i  b l I 
an-l,1 " ' "  an-l,n-1 an-l.n I bn'--ll " '"  bn-l.n-I I 
0 ' ' '  0 a,~n I 
, (1) 
where 
b#=l a~ ald+l I" 
a i+ l ,1  ai+l,j+l ! 
Hence, for all j, 1 ~<j <~ n - 2, 
b, lo a I 
• an1 and+ll 0 =0.  
Thus, all off-diagonal elements of the last row in the right-hand side eliminant in 
(1) are zero. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, the eliminant equals b,,_~.,-1, 
which is 
I a''a aal lao I [] 
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Theorem 4.8. If, in an n x n eliminant, the last row consists of zeros except for a one 
in column i, i < n, then the last row can be replaced by the i-th row. In symbols: 
a l l  • . . a l i  • . . a ln  
a l l  " • " a i i  • • • a in  
an_ l ,  1 • . . an_ l ,  i • . . an_ l ,  n 
0 ' ' '  1 ""  0 
a l l  • . . a l i  • . . a ln  
a i  l " " " a i i  " " • a in  
an- l .1  " " " an - l . i  " " " an - l . ,  
ail • • • a i i  • • • a in  
Note: The fight-hand side can also be written as .4~'Z ~. With the subscript (i*) 
denoting the ith row, the theorem may be rephrased as follows: If, for an n x n 
matrix A, the last row is the ith row of the identity matrix, A,.  = Ii. for some i < n, 
then elim(A) = .~1.  
Proof of Theorem 4.8. The proof follows by induction on n. For n = 1, the result is 
vacuously true. For n = 2, the only value for i is 1. In this case, 
l a l l  a12  
1 0 
= O+ l(a11)*a12 = a*la,2 = (1 + al,a*l)a,2 
=a12+a,,a*,a,2= [ an a12 I. 
I a~ a~2 
For the induction step, let n > 2. Using the definition of eliminants, the left-hand 
side can be rewritten as 
a21 a22  a21  a2 i  a21  a2,  
Ea, a,. a,, a, l l a , ,  a i il i2 il ~ ai~ in 
a~l a~2 
an-l,1 an_l,2 
"l a~ ali 
an-l,1 an-l,i 
[ a l l  a ln  
an- l ,1  an - l ,n  
I anO a~20 "'" I anO a~i [ . . .  [ a n l 0 al. [0  
This is an order n -  1 eliminant in which the last row is Ii-l,* (O's but 1 in the 
(i - 1)st position). By the induction hypothesis, we can replace the last row by row 
i -  1. The resulting eliminant is seen to be equivalent to the right-hand side of the 
theorem by virtue of Definition 4.1. [] 
The analogous theorem for the column case is the following. 
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Theorem 4.9. If, in an n x n eliminant, the last column consists o f  zeros except for a 
one in row j, j < n, then the last column may be replaced by the jth column. 
Note: with the subscript *j denoting thej - th column, the theorem may be rephrased 
as follows: If, for an n x n matrix A, A. ,  = I.j for some j < n, then el im(A) = A,j'"-~. 
Theorem 4.10. For any n x n matrix A, 
(1) ~= ,~k-1 _ Xk- , ,Xk - l , ,Xk - ,  
- -  z'Xik kZ-tkk I "r*kj , 
(2) A~k Xk-~lXk--l~* 1 <~ i, k <- n. ~.,"Xik ~..'Xkk ] , 
(3) ji j- ,rk-l . ,r,,-, - -~kk  J ~kj , l<~j,k<~n. 
(4) 
l~ i , j , k<~n.  
- -  z-lij - -  ,t-tik ' ,t'Xkj ~- r z"XikZ"Xkj , 1 <~ i, j, k <~ n. 
k 
(5) " -  -A  0 + 7. .-,p.-pj, 
p=m+l  
l<~i<.m~k<.n ,  l<-j<~n. 
ProoL (1) For the case k = 1, the result is thus verified: 
= ~, io  ~o ~,~o a/~'l ---- allail aUao I % + aila*naij =/~O- -z~/ l \Z~l l !  ZllJ" 
Now, let 1 < k ~ n, and consider the el iminant 
a l l  • • • a l ,k -1  
ak_ l .  1 • . . ak_ l .k_  1 
a~k a U 
ak - l , k  ak - l j  
- I  7 
ak l "'" ak.k-1 ~ akk akj 
I 
ai l • • • a~,k- ~ I aik ao 
By Theorem 4.3, this can be rewritten as 
a l l  • . .  a l ,k_  1 
ak- l ,1  
ak l  
a l  1 • 
ak - l ,1  
a i l  
Q O 0 
@ Q m 
a Q D 
Q Q D 
D I 0 
a l l  
ak- l ' k  I 
akk I 
ak-  l,k-- I ak -  l,~ 
ak, k-1 ak  l 
a l ,k - - i  a lk  al, 
ak- - l , k -1  ak- - l ,k  
ai, k -1  a ik  
ak- l , l  
a i l  
g O O 
@ @ e 
@ @ @ 
m m Q 
a l ,k - I  
ak - l , k -1  
ak, k- 
a l ,k -1  
ak - l , k -1  
a~k--1 
a U 
ak -1  d 
aky 
a l j  
ak - l , j  
ag 
(2) - - rX ik  ~rxkk ] rXkk 
= Akk'(1 + (A~- ' ) * /~- ' )  -- A~- ' (A~- ' )* .  
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The proof of part (3) is similar. Part (4) is obvious from (1), (2), and (3). 
(5) This part follows by backward induction on m. For m = k, the result is 
immediate. For the inductive step, let 1 - m < k: We derive the result for m - 1: 
k 
"m--1  ,d~.m--1A~k" A# + ~, ..,p ..pj 
p=m 
~m-14.  ~m- l  ~k  . 4. ~m- l  ~k  
---~" Aij - - -A im " -mj - -  "Aip "'pj 
p=m+l 
_ - _ ( ~ ~m ~ ~ Zm- lZk  /[~ I+ATm' " -  = \ amj  -k E " 'mp ' 'P3 /  "Jr- E .- ip " 'P3 ,  
p=m+l  p~m+l 
using the induction hypothesis, 
= t~ -1 4- ,~.m--1 ~m.~ 4- 
\" AIJ -- • All~tl . An, Ij / -- 
k 
(~m-- l~m ...l_ ~m- l~k .  
E ~" ~im . ~mp-- - - ip  / ' 'p J  
p=m+l  
k 
~.,,,2k using part (4) = ~+ E . - , , . - , ,  
p~m+l 
=,gk by the induction hypothesis. [] 
5. Matrix asterates 
We are now in a position to define asterates for matrices over a *-semiring. We 
present a formal definition of A*, and then justify it by showing that A* = AA* + I = 
A'A+ L 
Definition 5.1. Given an n x n matrix A, the asterate of A, denoted A*, is the n x n 
matrix (b  o) given by 
a l l  
b# = 
a l i  • • • a l j  • • • a ln  0 
an " ' "  aii . . .  a# . . .  am 0 
a~l " ' "  a~i " "  a~ ""  ajn 
an l " " " an i  • • " an j  " " " ann  




l<~i , j~n .  
Note :  The  above eliminant is obtained by bordering A at fight and bottom; the 
bordering elements are all zero, except for l 's in row j and column/. Thus, we can 
also write 
Ia : I-A 
b,~ -- IY .T  ~ 7 
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Theorem 5.2. With A*  defined as above, A* = AA * + I = A*A  + I. 
Proof. We will prove A* = AA* + I; the other part can be proven in a similar way. 
Let C = AA* + L Then, for 1 < i, j < n, we have 
rl 
co = 80 + Z a,d, kj, 
k=l 
where 8 o = 1 if i =j ,  and 0 otherwise. 
We can transform the right-hand expression as follows. First, we apply Theorem 
4.4 to move the premultiplier a~k into the kth position in the bottom row of bkj. 
Next, we use Theorem 4.5 to carry out the summation of the k eliminants into a 
single eliminant. Finally, we use Theorem 4.6 to add the constant erm 8 0 to the 
diagonal element in the bottom row. The result is 
= 
a l l  . . .  a lk  . ' '  a ln  0 
a~j ' ' '  ajk . . .  aj,, 1 
an l " " " ank  " " " ann  0 
a~l • " " a ik  " " " a in  8 0 
Consider ow i in the above eliminant. The last element of this row is 1 if i = j  and 
0 otherwise, that is, its last element is 8 0. It follows that the last row and row i are 
equal in the above eliminant. By Theorem 4.8, we can replace that last row by I,i. 
But, then, the eliminant is b 0. Thus, b 0 = c 0 and A* = C = AA* + I. [] 
Theorem 5.3. For an n x n matrix A, A* = (b o) where 
b0=,4~+Bo,  l<~i, j<~n. 
Proof. We use the definition of A* and Theorems 4.6, 4.8, and 4.9: 
b° = I ) ; . - F i ) l  IA , . ,  -- + 
A ,, A . , I  -,. 
= + = A0 + 80. [ ]  
Of course, the equality proved in this theorem could have been used alternatively 
to define matrix asterate. 
6. Matrix auteration algoritbm-q 
In many applications of *-semirings, one is required to compute the asterate A* 
of A. One way to accomplish this is to use the following algorithm which was given 
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in its present form by McNaughton and Yamada [11]. This algorithm is equivalent 
to the Gauss-Jordan elimination method for inverting matrices in linear algebra. 
Algorithm 6.1 
Input : An  n x n matrix A. 
Output: An  n x n matrix S. 
Claim : S = A*. 
begin 
1. B (°) := A; 
2. for k := 1 to n do 
3. fo r i := l  to n do 
4. for j := 1 to n do 
h(k) := h(k-1)_~_ h(k-1)/ i~(k- l) '~*l , . (k- l) .  
5. ~ij ~ij ~ Uik ~Ukk ] Ukj , 
6. S:= Bu ' )+ I  
end 
Theorem 6.2 (Correctness of Algorithm 6.1). When Algorithm 6.1 terminates, S = A*. 
Proof. We will first prove by induction on k that the matrices B (k) computed in 
steps 1 to 5 satisfy the relation 
b~k)=f~,  O<~k<~n, l<. i , j<-n.  
For k=0,  b~)=a#=A °. 
For 0< k<~ n, 
b~; ) ~- h(k-1).a_ 1,,(k-1)l'i~(k-1)'~,l,.(k-1) 
vi j  . Oik kt,,k,k / Ukj from step 5 
~_ ~k- l l "  ,~k-l'~* ,~k-1 
~k- I  "3 L "'rig ~,Z'Xkk ] "lkj by the induct ion  hypothesis 
=,~k by Theorem 4.10(1). 
Now, from step 6, 
s o = b~)+ 8#, where 8 0 = 1 if i =j, and 0 otherwise, 
- A# + 6~ r 
Thus, S = A* by Theorem 5.3. [] 
Algorithm 6.1 requires n intermediate n x n matrices in addition to input and 
output matrices. It is possible to do the asteration in place without requiring any 
other matrix storage by rescheduling the computations so that no entry is modified 
before its use. Specifically, we can use the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 6.3 (In place matrix asteration) 
Input : An  n x n matrix A. 
Output: A is overwritten to contain its own asterate on termination. 
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begin 
for k := l to n do 
begin 
for i := l  to k- l ,  k+ l  to n do aik:=aikakk*; 
for i := l  to k- l ,  k+ l  to n do 
fo r j := l tok - l , k+ l to  ndo 
a o := a# + a~t-akj; 
for j := 1 to k -  1, k + 1 to n do akj := a~*akj; 
akk := akk 
end 
end 
The proof that this algorithm correctly performs asteration is quite easy. The 
identities in Theorem 4.10 can be used in establishing the fact that, after any iteration 
of the main loop (on k), the matrix entries will be 
Another asteration algorithm is given below, which corresponds to the Gaussian 
elimination method for inverting matrices in linear algebra. 
Algorithm 6.4 
Input  : An n x n matrix A. 
Output:An n × n matrix S. 
Claim : S = A *. 
begin 
1. C (°) := A; 
2. for k := 1 to n do 
3. for i := k to n do 
4. for j := 1 to n do 
_(k) . _  ^(k - l )  + . . (k-1)t  . . (k - l )~ , . . (k -1 ) .  
5.  C ij " - -  ~ ij l" ik  ~ L" klc ] i" ij 
6. for i := n downto 1 do 
7. for j := 1 to n do 
n 
8. d~ := c,j + ~: ~ ' )~ • L.i k tak-j,  
k~=i+l  
9. S:= D+ I 
end 
Theorem 6.5 (Correctness of Algorithm 6.4). Upon the termination of Algorithm 6.4, 
S= A*. 
The proof of this theorem becomes obvious once the following lemma is shown. 
Lemma 6.6. Upon termination of  Algorithm 6.4, the following hold: 
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(1 )  - " )  - t: o A  o, l~ i , j<-n .  
(2) do=.4~,  l<~i , j<~n.  
h(k) and _(k) Proof. (1) Comparing Algorithms 6.1 and 6.4, we find that, for k = i, vii c 0 
have the same values. 
(2) This part follows by backward induction on/.  For i = n, 
d,j = c~ ) from steps 6, 7, and 8, 
= ,4~j by equation (1). 
For the inductive step, 1 ~ i < n, 
I,I 
, . ( i - z ) _~ , , ( i - z ) ,4  d,-1 j 2 • = I . . i _ l , k t *k j  
k=l 
"-~ r~ i_ l ,  j -  ~ ~ i - l , k l ' tk j  
k=l 
by (1) and the induction hypothesis, 
=/~7-1, j  from Theorem 4.10(5). [] 
7. Solution of linear systems of equations 
Theorem 7.1. A solut ion to the system o f  l inear equations 
Xm = a11xl +" • • + a l ,x ,  + bl, 
Xn 
is given by 
= an lX l  -b " • • d- annXn "b bn, 
x~ = 
al l  • " " all • • • al,, bl 
a i  l " " " a i i  " • • a in  
an 1 " " " ani " " " and 
0 1 0 
b i  
b, 
0 
l~ i<~n.  
Note:  The  last row in the above eliminant consists of zeros except for a one in 
column/. Hence, the solution may also be expressed as 
I :B/ 
Xi = - - f ' -  , 
I//*, 01 
where A, B are the matrix of coefficients and the vector of constants, respectively, 
in the system of equations, and Ii. is the ith row of the identity matrix of the same 
size as A. Furthermore, by Theorem 4.8, the last row of the eliminant can also be 
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replaced with row i; pictorially, 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. For 1 ~< i ~< n, let x~ be defined as above. Then we have 
n 
bi + ~. aqxl 
j= l  
a l l  
n a i  1 
=b,+ Y 
j= l  
an l 
0 
a l l  " . • 
a i l  " " " 
an l  " " " 
a l l  • . . 
a~ • • • 
a i l  • • " 
an l  • . . 
o o 
• • • a l i  • • • a ln  b~ 
•.  • a ,  • " " a in  b~ 
• " "  an i  " ' "  ann  bn  
• . .  a o . . .  0 0 
a l i  • • • bl a ln  
• • 
a i i  " " " a in  b i  
an i  " " " ann  bn  
a .  • • " ai, bi 
a l~ " "  a ln  b t  
a i i  • • • a in  b i  
an i  • • " ann  bn  
1 . . "  0 0 
by Theorem 4.4 
by Theorems 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 
by Theorem 4.8 
-~ Xi- [ ]  
If several systems of linear equations have to be solved simultaneously, the 
problem is formulated in terms of a matrix equation: For given n x n matrices A, 
B, find an n x n matrix X satisfying 
X=AX+B.  (2) 
Since A*B = (AA*+ I )B  = A(A*B)  + B,  we know that X = A*B is a solution of (2). 
To describe the solution in the form of eliminants, we will make use of the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 7.2. For  n x n matr ices  .4, B,  C, D,  
= , l<~i , j<~n.  
C D .+~+j  
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Proof. Let E be the 2 x 2 eliminant (with n x n matrix entries) and F the (2n) x (2n) 
matrix such that 
E= C 
[A:B] 
F--  [e -Fb -  l • 
Since E = D + CA*B, we have, for 1 ~< i, j ~< n, 
" L eli=do+ ~, c,k " 
k=l  l= l  
d l l  • . . d lk  • . . a ln  
a l l  • • • alk " " " a t .  
an  1 " " " ( ink  " " " ann  






By repeatedly applying Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 and finally, Theorem 4.6, we can 
transform this into 
a l l  • . . a l .  
an l " " " ann 
Ci  I " " " t in  
which is/$~+~,+j. [] 
b,j 
b~ ' 
Theorem 7.3. A solution of  the system 
X=AX+B,  
where A, B are given n X n matrices and X is an n x n matrix of  unknowns, is 
IA ', S-jl 
x,j II,,, o I l~ i , j~n .  
Proof. For 1 ~</, j ~< n, 
x~j=(A*B) [ i , j ]=[ i  
I,. " [ ]  
LI OJ,,+,,.+j 
Since X = BA* is clearly a solution of X = XA + B, we can similarly prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 7.4.  A solution of  the system 
X=XA+B,  
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where ,4, B are given n x n matrices, is 
I A ,,I.j[ 
l, 
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